N2 Course Content

Lesson 1  I had no choice but to move to Kyushu soon after I found the job.

Lesson 2  If you don’t apply for advanced registration, you cannot use there.

Lesson 3  If you backup the data in your own way, the important information could get leaked.
Lesson 4  It says "Join the company trip and interact more with people in different departments."

Lesson 5  I will contact you about the schedule through email later.

Lesson 6  If you search the recipe online, you don’t need to buy a cook book.

Lesson 7  That hotel is very famous for its good facilities and service and it goes without saying that the hotel is the best hot spring resort.

Lesson 8  If a typhoon comes, the tour will definitely be cancelled.
Lesson 9  I worried about the exam so much that I couldn't fall asleep yesterday.

Lesson 10  If you take your pet to the shelter, please behave based on the instructions and rules of the local government and be considerate of the people around you.